Unusual Occupations

Dishwasher: one man's quest to wash dishes in all fifty states
by Pete Jordan

Ambulance Girl: how I saved myself by becoming an EMT
by Jane Stern

On the Fireline: living and dying with wildland firefighters
by Matthew Desmond

The Full Burn: on the set, at the bar, behind the wheel, and over the edge with Hollywood stuntmen
by Kevin Conley

Genesis of a Duck Cop: memories & milestones
by Terry Grosz

Lox, Stocks, and Backstage Broadway: iconic trades of New York City
by Nancy Groce

Working IX to V: orgy planners, funeral clowns and other prized professions of the ancient world
by Vicki Leon

The Pleasures and Sorrows of Work
by Alain de Botton

Doormen
by Peter S. Bearman

In the President's Secret Service: behind the scenes with agents in the line of fire and the Presidents they protect
by Ronald Kessler

Monique and the Mango Rains: two years with a midwife in Mali
by Kris Holloway

Hack: how I stopped worrying about what to do with my life and started driving a yellow cab
by Melissa Plaut

Hell Hath No Fury: true profiles of women at war from antiquity to Iraq
by Rosalind Miles and Robin Cross

The Tinkerers: the amateurs, DIYers, and inventors who make America great
by Alec Foege
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Vice Cop: my twenty-year battle with New York's dark side
by Bill McCarthy

Shop Class as Soulcraft: an inquiry into the value of work
by Matthew B. Crawford

Doing Nothing: a history of loafers, loungers, slackers and bums in America
by Tom Lutz

Work and Other Sins: life in New York City and thereabouts
by Charlie LeDuff

Odd Jobs: portraits of unusual occupations
by Nancy Rica Schiff

You Want Fries With That?: a white-collar burnout experiences life at minimum wage
by Prioleau Alexander

Selling Ben Cheever: back to square one in a service economy
by Benjamin Cheever

Eight Lives Down: the story of the world's most dangerous job in the world's most dangerous place
by Chris Hunter

Fat, Forty, and Fired: one man's frank, funny, and inspiring account of losing his job and finding his life
by Nigel Marsh
Femininity in Flight: a history of flight attendants by Kathleen M. Barry

We'll Call You If We Need You: experiences of women working in construction by Susan Eisenberg

Working at the Ballpark: the fascinating lives of baseball people—from peanut vendors and broadcasters to players and managers by Tom Jones

Behind the Yellow Tape: on the road with some of America's hardest working crime scene investigators by Jarrett Hallcox

The Lost Pet Chronicles: adventures of a K-9 cop turned pet detective by Kat Albrecht

Brain Surgeon: a doctor's inspiring encounters with mortality and miracles by Keith Black

Spy Handler: memoir of a KGB officer: the true story of the man who recruited Robert Hanssen and Aldrich Ames by Victor Cherkashin

Cabin Pressure: one man's desperate attempt to recapture his youth as a camp counselor by Josh Wolk

The Escape Artists: true stories of people who turned their obsessions into professions by Joshua Piven

The One-Week Job Project: one man, 1 year, 52 jobs by Sean Aiken

The Cliff Walk: a memoir of a job lost and a life found by Don J. Snyder

Waiter Rant: thanks for the tip—confessions of a cynical waiter by Steve Dublanica

Spiced by Dalia Jurgensen

Help Wanted: tales from the first job front by Sydney Lewis

Punching Out: one year in a closing Detroit auto plant by Paul Clemens

Rivethead: tales from the assembly line by Ben Hamper

The Idler Book of Crap Jobs: 100 tales of workplace hell ed. by Dan Kieran

American-Made: the enduring legacy of the WPA: when FDR put the nation to work by Nick Taylor

Rising From the Rails: Pullman porters and the making of the Black middle class by Larry Tye

Spygirl: true adventures from my life as a private eye by Amy Gray

The Restless Sleep: inside New York City's Cold Case Squad by Stacy Horn

The Seekers, a bounty hunter's story: finding felons and guiding men by Joshua Armstrong with Anthony Bruno

Sheepish: two women, fifty sheep, and enough wool to save the planet by Catherine Friend

Hard Driving: the Wendell Scott story: the odyssey of NASCAR's first Black driver by Brian Donovan

Level Playing Fields: how the groundskeeping Murphy brothers shaped baseball by Peter Morris

For Love of Wildness: the journal of a U.S. game management agent by Terry Grosz

Coop: a year of poultry, pigs, and parenting by Michael Perry